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Abstract
Coordinated behavior of mobile robots is an important
emerging application area. Different coordinated behaviors can be achieved by assigning sets of control tasks, or
strategies, to robots in a team. These control tasks must be
scheduled either locally on the robot or distributed across
the team. An application may have many control strategies
to dynamically choose from, although some may not be feasible, given limited resource and time availability. Thus,
dynamic feasibility checking becomes important as the coordination between robots and the tasks that need to be performed evolves with time. This paper presents an online algorithm for finding a feasible strategy given a functionally
equivalent set of strategies for achieving an application’s
goals.
We present two heuristics for feasibility checking. Both
consider communication cost and utilization bound to make
allocation (of tasks to execution sites) and scheduling decisions. Extensive experimental results show the effectiveness of the approaches, especially in resource-tight environments. We also demonstrate the application of our approach
to real-world scenarios involving teams of robots and show
how feasibility analysis also allows the prediction of the
scalability of the solution to large robot teams.
Keywords: Distributed real-time systems, allocation,
schedulability, precedence constraint

1 Introduction
A promising application for a team of mobile robots is to
collaborate with each other to accomplish a common goal,
for example, searching a burning building for trapped people. Human operators may direct the search by teleoperation, but wireless communications in these situations can be
unreliable. When a search robot ventures outside a reliable
communication range, a second robot can autonomously
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create a network to preserve quality of service between the
operator and the search robot. The lead robot can thus penetrate further into the rubble at the expense of communication
latencies and distributed control overhead. One instantiation of such a strategy constructs a series, kinematic chain of
mobile robots where each of them actively preserves LineOf-Sight (LOS) [27] and intra-network bandwidth. In the
simplest case, pairwise coordinated controllers were developed for a team of two robots. One controller, denoted pull,
allows a leader robot to search an area while “pulling” a following robot behind it. The other controller, push, allows a
follower to specify the search area of the leader, in effect,
“pushing” the leader along. The application constructs a
strategy by assigning push or pull controllers to the entire
team. The task models for these two strategies, namely, the
push and pull controllers themselves, are shown in Figure 1.
In the two task graphs, sensor and motor tasks  ,   ,
and   are preassigned to specific execution sites, while
three control tasks  ,  , and  may reside on either
team member, if necessary, to optimize processor utilization or communication costs. The   and   tasks are used
by the robots to determine current search and LOS areas,
respectively, while   is used for coordinating the desired
movements of the robots so that LOS is maintained and the
search can make progress. The functionality of the team
is not affected by changing the allocations of the control
tasks. The differences between push and pull can be seen at
the task graph level. For example, with push, the communication      specifies to the leader which areas it may
search, while with pull,      tells the follower where
it may move.
A discussion of how applications generate possible
strategies is beyond the scope of this paper. Usually, applications determine the required type of coordinated behavior
for a team of  robots, and generate a set of functionally
equivalent strategies. Since each strategy is constructed by
periodic real-time tasks, a strategy that is valid at the application level may not always be feasible at the system level.
How to find feasible, schedulable, strategies from a a set of
functionally equivalent strategies, given by the application,
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Figure 1. Tasks in a Leader/Follower team
is one goal of this work.
The team size is not fixed, so, as robots enter or leave the
team, the application must recompute the set of strategies
that can be used. As the team size changes, the application
may determine that the goal of the behavior must change as
well, which, in turn, also changes the set of correct strategies that can be used. Figure 2 shows a sequence from a
simulation with five robots using push and pull controllers,
where robot " is the leader searching for the goal which is
the square in the lower left of the map. Each time a robot
joins the team and the set of possible strategies changes,
the application must run the on-line scheduling algorithm
to determine which strategies are feasible; otherwise, a system failure may occur. The control tasks that make up a
strategy may be distributed among sites in a team, such as
 $#   and   in the push and pull models. A goal of our
work is to determine the assignment of tasks to sites in order
to optimize the coordinated behavior while minimizing the
communication overhead and workload at each site, thereby
improving overall schedulability.
As shown in the task graphs of push and pull, communication between tasks is needed to achieve coordination. In
this paper, we assume that each robot is equipped with wireless broadcast communication. Because a shared multipleaccess medium is used in the system, contention for the
communication medium can occur at run time. We avoid
this contention by scheduling the communication as well.
Assigning tasks with precedence relationships in a distributed environment is in general an NP-hard problem [17],
and even some of the simplest scheduling problems are NPhard in the strong sense [7]. Systematically derived heuristic allocation and scheduling algorithms are, therefore, proposed and evaluated in this paper.
The contributions of this paper are as follows. We develop an online algorithm for finding a feasible control
strategy given a functionally equivalent set of strategies
for achieving an application’s goals. Specifically, we propose two simple but efficient heuristics for allocating control tasks to distributed processing entities, which aim to
improve the overall schedulability by minimizing communication costs and utilization of processors. We have performed extensive evaluations of the algorithms and also exercised it using a case study of a real world example from
mobile robotics to achieve a simple but efficient allocation
and communication scheme for a team of robots.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the system model and goal are described. The details
of the allocation and scheduling algorithms are provided in
Section 3. Results of evaluations from simulation are provided in Section 4. Section 5 analyzes a real-word robotic
application. Section 6 discusses related work. Section 7
concludes the paper by summarizing the important characteristics of the algorithm and discusses future work.

2

System Model and Our Goal

2.1 System and Task Model
A coordinated team consists of a set of sites (robots),
each site having an identical processor. In this paper, we use
site and processor interchangeably. Robots in a team share
a communication medium, which allows broadcast communication between robots. To prevent contention, communication is also prescheduled.
A strategy, which is specified at the application level, is
denoted at the system level by an acyclic Task Graph (TG).
To achieve a common goal for the team, a set of functionally
equivalent strategies may also be supplied by applications.
In a TG, nodes represent tasks (%& ), directed edges between tasks represent precedence (e.g., producer/consumer)
relationships. The amount of communication is denoted as
a communication cost attached to the edges. All tasks in
our model are periodic. Each task is characterized by a period  , Worst Case Execution Time (WCET) '  , and relative deadline (  , here, ( *)
 . Periods can be different
for different tasks. But if the producer and the consumer run
with arbitrary periods, task executions may get out of phase,
which results in large latencies in communication [21]. Harmonicity constraints can simplify the reading/writing logic
and reduce those latencies [20]. Harmonic periods may also
increase the feasible processor utilization bound [25]. To
this end, we assume the period of the consumer is a multiple of that of the related producer.

2.2 Our Goal
Given a set of sites and a set of functionally equivalent
strategies, our goal is to find a feasible strategy. A strategy
is feasible if and only if:
+ within the ,'- (Least Common Multiple) of task pe-

riods in that strategy, each instance of a task is scheduled at its schedule start time and the completion of
this instance will not be later than its relative deadline;

+ all constraints, such as precedence, are satisfied.
Based on the nature of the application, some tasks, e.g, sensor and motor systems, are required to run on designated
sites, e.g., a specific robot platform. Other tasks, however,
can be assigned to any site in a team. To find a feasible
strategy, the system needs to:

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. A sequence of active robots in a robot team
1. assign unallocated tasks to appropriate sites;

Optimal assignment of real-time tasks to distributed processors is an intractable problem. Two resource-bounded
iterative heuristics are proposed in this section. Based on
utilization of each processor and the amount of communication between tasks, the heuristics attempt to minimize workload of each processor, as well as the total communication.
A dynamic utilization threshold is used at each step in both
heuristics. The function of this threshold is to: 1) balance
and minimize the workload of each processor; 2) avoid the
violation of utilization bound for schedulability purpose.

tasks should be assigned to the same processor, thereby
eliminating the communication cost. At each step, for all
allocated tasks and related unallocated successors, the algorithm selects an unallocated task %&Z that has the largest
''-0[T1 Z , where % [ is located on site ]\ and % [  % Z .
The algorithm then attempts to allocate % Z to \ , based on
whether or not the utilization of \ becomes larger than the
threshold . If the utilization is not larger than , % Z is assigned to < &\ and needs not change; otherwise,< the algorithm tries to find < a site ^ that currently has the least utilization, and attempts to assign %&Z to B^ . In this case, may
< the
need to be updated. If a proper processor can be found,
algorithm continues with the next unallocated task that has
the largest ''- among the remaining unallocated tasks,
using the new threshold. If there is no task left to be assigned and the workload of every processor is less than _ ,
the algorithm is deemed successful; if the algorithm chooses
a task to be allocated, but no site can be found (because any
processor’s utilization will be larger than _ after loading this
task), the algorithm fails. The pseudo-code for the Greedy
allocation algorithm is shown in Table 3.
The basic idea of updating the threshold is to use an
< maximum
increasing limit on utilization. Initially, is the
<
value of the utilizations of all processors to which preallocated tasks have been assigned. At the times when the algorithm has to find a site ^ with the least utilization, so it can
assign %&Z ` to B^ , several conditions need to be considered.`

Suppose is the utilization if %&Z is assigned to ]\ , `b
and
^
a
<
is the utilization if % Z is assigned
to
^
.
First,
if
_
,
<
c e and  `
_
in this case, if site d)f
,
then
the
task
can
be
^0g
`
# ^@;
assigned to ^ and the threshold is updated to
7h:j% ikZ >2< since
otherwise, no processor can be found for loading
`
all utilizations will be larger than _ . Second, if g _ , then
< this is the
% Z is assigned to ^ , but is updated to since
<
m
<
l
expected lowest value since the last time. The pseudo-code
for the function updating the threshold is shown in Table 4.
The returned value is either the new threshold if it finds a
location, or n_ if it does not.

3.1.1 Greedy Heuristic

3.1.2 Aggressive Heuristic

This heuristic considers the amount of communication and
computation involved for each pair of producer and consumer tasks. A decision is made as to whether these two

To address the motivation behind this heuristic, let us use a
simple task graph depicted in Figure 3, for which WCETs
and periods are given in Table 2. Consider the commu-

2. determine a schedule for all task instances.

3 Allocation and Scheduling Algorithms
We now give the details of the allocation and scheduling
algorithms. The notation used in this paper is explained in
Table 1, where ''-*/. is defined as:

''-021 . )4365$787
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Table 1. Notation used in this paper
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Figure 3. A simple task graph example
Task
WCET ( '  )
Period (  )

% 
2
10

% 
2
20

% o
1
2

%Bp
2
20

% q
8
40

Table 2. Parameters for tasks in Figure 3
nications to task % p . %Bp is assigned to site  in the
Greedy algorithm because ''--o61 p is larger than ''-  1 p
and ''-  1 p . However, we notice the accumulated communication cost from a  is larger than that from  , i.e.,
''-- 1 prA ''-* 1 p @
''- o;1 p . So, intuitively, it is bet> to assign % p to ] instead of  .
ter
The second heuristic we propose takes into account the
total communication from the same site to see which unallocated task has the largest accumulated ''- , and then
selects this task to be considered next. Since the utilization
bound is still needed to be considered, once the task is selected, the assignment and threshold updates are the same as
in the Greedy heuristic. To this end, line 5 in Table 3 needs
[
[
to
{ be changed to: Initialize  )ts  Z u % Zwv4xzy #  Z )
[ ; and line 12
 ''- |1 Z # % ,v~} # %   % Z , Site %  @ )
is changed to:  )  s *Z yWs * > y #m %  vx # % Z  %  .
Following the Aggressive algorithm, % p is first selected and
assigned to  , and then % q is also assigned to  , since 
currently has the least utilization, at "Q  . This slightly more
complicated algorithm is shown more effective with regards
to higher schedulability in Section 4.

3.2 Making Scheduling Decisions
After a successful assignment is found, a schedule is
needed for each instance of tasks. Before we discuss the
algorithm, first, let us define some terminology.

+ Earliest start time The earliest start time of an instance of a task is derived from the precedence constraints. Let  be the ,'- of task periods. If task
%B has no predecessors, the first instance is ready to

execute at time " , denoted as   ) " ; and for the
 2 instance of that task, d  ) n_$@r~  , where
_ g  g xd # xU) ,  . If %  > has predecessors, its
first instance becomes enabled only when all its predecessors have completed execution. In order to achieve
this condition, the tasks in the original task graph are
topologically ordered. When a task %& is processed, the

lower bound of   is set to
   #  \  A 'W\@ , where
7h:jik>

Greedy Allocation Algorithm
Input: a task graph bY 1k ; T ,  for each task $ ;
communication costs; preallocated tasks with related sites; the number of sites 
Output: an assignment to all unallocated tasks such that utilization of each
processor is less than 1

Variables:
: the set of tasks that have been allocated;
the set of tasks that have not been allocated
¡ :: the
communication cost ratiosa
¢ : arraysetofofutilizations
(workload)
of utilization
 : threshold
 
¡
k |£ ¤ : communication cost ratio of ¥2¦¨§&§]©«ª ¥!¬m¶  !¦¨· ª ¶ ¥2¤ ¦®2°¯²± ³ ± ¤µ´
Algorithm 3.1:¢
1. Initialize


¶ ¤ ¸º¹$µ»     Â 1  1m¼²¼²¼²1 r½ , such that for each processor ¾ :
¾  Ä ¤  Å¾  ;
¤ ¿ ¤ 1  ¤ÁÀ
¢ , |Ã
2. Let bWÆ [ Ä¹$ 1 ¹$ À

/* is the threshold for workload control, initialize the threshold */;


3. If 
 Ç  ,do solution;
4. exit without
¡
¡ È £ É»  È À  1 É À ½ 1  È?Ê $É ;
5. Initialize ¸µk
6. While ( is not empty) do
¡ È £ É out of ¡ ;
7. Find such
`Ë taskË& Ì É that
¶ has the maximum value ]
8. Let ¹
Ä¹ Ë ¿ ÉÉ  ;
È
/* ¾  Ä  Å¾ , calculate the new`Ë utilization, if É is allocated to site \
|Ã
¢Ò
1\1 $É | ÓÔÕ , do;
9. If | 
 2 ÍºÃºÎmsolution;
Ï ^ÑÐ Ð/*Æ  cannot
|Ã Ä¹  find
Ö an appropriate×site */
10.
exit without
11. Update set ¡ , such that
 ×
¸º É ½ 1 Ö 
¸º É ½ ;
¡

¡
Â ¸µk ¡&Ê È £ É6½ ¸º] ¡ É«£ Ø«½ ,
12. Ù Update
thatÈ?Ê 
È À set1 Ø , such
À Ä
$É  Ä$É
$Ø  .
¹  

{

a We use the same notation
two heuristics algorithms

Ú

*/

to express different functionalities in

Table 3. Greedy allocation algorithm
Function of Assignment and Threshold
Update
Û ^ Æ thresholdUpdate(float ` , int \ , Task  É )

Ï 



/* t is the threshold; $É and processor \ is selected;

assigning $É to \`B*/
Ü
`

`

is the new workload if

1. Case 1:

 , do /*  is less than the threshold  */
2.
Assign task  É to processor \ ;
Ë
`

¢

3.
Update` with the new
` utilization ¹   ;
4. Case 2:
, do /* is larger than the threshold */
 Ç


5.
Find the
Ì ¶ ^ that has least utilization ¹Ýb 
` processor
let ¹

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

¿ ÉÉ

¢
 Y¹   1 ¹  À

;
Ý b¹ ` Ý

Case 2.1:
,
do
 Ç Â ` Ü /* processor \ cannot load $É */
If  ^ Þ \;
Ä ¹ Ý   , do
Allocate task  É to processor ^ ; `
¢
Update with the
` new ¹ÝTb¹ Ý ;
b

W

Æ [  1¹ Ý;

Else return -1 ; `
/*  ^  \«` jßÜ Ä¹ Ý
Ü ` find
Ü a processor to load  É
Ç   , ` cannot

 */
, do /* ¹ Ý
Case 2.2:


Allocate task  É to processor ^ ; `
¢ with the new ¹ Ý b¹ ;
Update`
Ý

;
 
Return ; /* new threshold */


,

*/

Table 4. Assignment and threshold updates

 e # % \àv -áâ$ãâ â $ á  %  @ . Since we will model
communication as3 a 5 task> if the producer/consumer
tasks are on different sites, and we have harmonicity
constraints for all such pairs, initially, the lower bound

of    is assigned to 8nä_@,hå A   .
>

+ Communication task If the producer and consumer
are allocated on the same site, the communication
cost is avoided; otherwise, communication needs to be
scheduled. We model this as a communication task.
For %   % . , a communication task %&æ W has folÏ
lowing features.
æ W )
. . This is because each instance of
Ï
% . needs to process data sent from %] only once

during one period of % . ;

2.    W )
çnà_@è æ Ï , A   . This is a
Ï
>
lower bound because the instance should begin
1.

execution at least after the completion of the first
instance of %  ;

3. Å
( æ , ) éç æ Ï W nê'?. . This is an upper
Ï
bound since the communication should finish its
execution no later than the latest start time of % . .
Within the '- , each instance of tasks is treated as an
individual entity to be scheduled. We take into account the
deadline, laxity and earliest start time, which characterize
the most important properties for real-time tasks and precedence constraints, to actively direct the searching to find a
feasible schedule. The potentially heuristic functions of 
are: (1) Minimum deadline first:  %0@ ) à9 ( ; (2)
Minimum earliest-start-time first:  > %0@ ) à9  ; (3)
Minimum laxity first:  %0@ ) à9  > )
9 (ën r A
>  %0
> @ )
',@µ@ ; (4)  %0@ ) à9 > ( Aêì zà9 7  ; (5)
>
>
à9 ( A ì íà9  ; (6)  %*@ ) à9  Aì íà9  ;
> adjust the effect of different
where ì is the weight factor to
temporal characteristics of tasks.
The search attempts to determine a feasible schedule for
a set of tasks in the following way. It starts with an empty
partial schedule as the root, and tries to extend the schedule with one more task by moving to one of the vertices at
the next level in the search tree until a feasible schedule is
derived. The heuristic function  is applied to each of the
remaining unscheduled tasks at each level of the tree. The
task with the smallest value is selected to extend the current
partial schedule. Because à9  considers the precedence
constraints, it performs better than other simple heuristics
in our experiments. The simulation studies also show that
à9 ( Aéì à9 d@ has superior performance.
>

4 Simulated Results
To study the features of the proposed algorithms, we conducted several experiments to evaluate the allocation heuristics with regards to schedulability. How to use it for an actual robotics application is discussed in Section 5. Tasks
generated in a directed acyclic graph have the following
characteristics:

+ The computation time 'W of each task %& is uniformly
distributed between '   and ' WÆ [ set to 10 and 60


time units, respectively. The communication cost lies
in the range '-î~'   # '-fï' WÆ [@ , where '-

>
is the Communication
Ratio used to assign communication costs. Experiments were conducted with '-
values between 0.1 and 0.4.

+ To address harmonicity relationships, we set a period
9&dð #
range,
 ð @ , for each input task %  (task
7h:=edges),
i
without>27 incoming
and _ #
. ñ @ for each
> 7:=i edges), where
output task % . (task without outgoing
9&  ð ) 
âáÅï', and
dð )ôó T âábï' ,
7
$
5
ò

7
=
:
i
T


âá ) _L_ and ó
âá ) E²" . To ensure that the
5$ò
periods
of output tasks are no less than those of input
á is used to set the uptasks, a parameter, B
7
< forõB:=output
3;<ö5
ñ. )
per bound of the period
task % . :
7:=i
B
áé
 ð @ , where %  are input
7
< and
õB:=3;<ö5 B 7h:jiká >|7h
i
tasks
is:=randomly
chosen between 1
7
<
B
õ
=
:
;
3
ö
<
5
and 5. In order to make periods harmonic, first, we process input tasks and make their periods harmonic; then
we tailor the techniques from [20] to process output
tasks; finally, we use the GCD technique for intermediate tasks to achieve harmonicity constraints. The idea
of computing GCD is to do a backward period assignment: a task %&\ gets period Á\ from all its successors
so that Á\ )4÷ '-( s k^ u ]^ v 6
%&\@ y . Because of
>
precedence constraints, periods of3;3output
tasks cannot
be considered separately from those of input tasks, so
ñ , which is the least period of output tasks, is calculated upon the largest period of input tasks ( ð ),
ñ )ùø
ñ  r
ð ú   ð . Other output tasks’ pe:=i
riods are7
computed
upon  ñ to achieve harmonicity.
+ Parameter  ãjâ6û=áâ$â is used to set the precedence
5 in
< terms of data processed by multiple
relationships
producers/consumers. For each task, except for output tasks, the  ãjâüûjáâ$â is randomly chosen between 1 and 3.5 < The total number of tasks in a
 e  â  9öýâ
á , where þ g
task set is: 
:=3;the
<ö5 results shown
<öá :
< , and õB
 e  â  9öýâ
all
g ÿ
<ö:
õB:=3;<ösets
5
here
are< for task
with four input and four output
tasks, though we have conducted experiments with different numbers.
All the simulation results shown in this section are obtained from the average value of 10 simulation runs. For
each
run, we generate 100 test sets, each set satisfying
{
   ',k¨@ g
, where  is the number of tasks and
> number 7of processors. For a given task set, if
is the
7
this
condition is not held, at least one processor utilization
will be larger than 1. The scheme used here is to remove
the task sets that are definitely infeasible. Obviously, this
does not eliminate all infeasible task sets because the presence of communication costs are not considered. However,
since feasibility determination is intractable, if one heuristic scheme is able to determine a feasible schedule while
another cannot, we can conclude that the former is superior.

Therefore, the performance of the algorithms and parameter
settings are compared using the  â $ 
9 ?-@ :
3;3
:=< 5*>
æ¹ öæ
x Î
 )
x
æöæ
¹
is the total number of schedulable task sets found
x Î
by the algorithm, and x is the total number of task sets
tested. Here x is 100 for each simulation
{  Ô run, and for each
result point in the graphs,  )
   ?0¨@º=_" , where
æöæ
>
?0 )x Î ¹ =_"T" .
The tests involved a system with 2 to 12 processors connected by a multiple-access network. Resources other than
CPUs and the communication network were not considered.
Whereas we study the algorithm under various parameter
settings, due to space limitation, here we only show some
of the salient results and conclusions. Details that are not
reported here can be found in [13].

4.1 Choosing a Scheduling Heuristic
In order to eliminate bias from the scheduling search
heuristics, we first examine which heuristic function is suitable to evaluate the allocation algorithms in terms of Success Ratio (SR) of schedulability for a fixed task set size.
For both Greedy and Aggressive, we found à9¨  is the
best simple heuristic. This is because the earliest start time
of each instance of a task encodes the basic precedence information. For integrated heuristics, à9 ( A8ì
à9 
has substantially better performance than other heuristics
including à9¨  . The reason should be clear: besides
precedence constraints, another important factor, deadline,
is also taken into account.
Since à9 ( Azì
à9  is a weighted combination
of simple heuristics, we investigate its sensitivity to changes
of weight ( ì ) values. When ì ) " , the heuristic becomes
the simple heuristic à9 ( , and does not perform well.
When
the weight
increases from " to  , or from " to _ when


-á
, we see a significant performance increase for
)
53 -á
various
values. The algorithm is robust with respect
3 performance is affected only slightly when
to heuristics, 5as



the weight varies from  to þT" (or _ to þT" if -á
).
)

5
3
So we will choose ì )  for following experiments. Hereafter, we denote “The Number of Processors” as “#Proc”,
and “The Number of Tasks Within a Set” as “#Task”.

maintaining minimal utilization for each processor. Since
Aggressive takes into account the utilization bound at each
assignment step, and tries to cluster as many tasks as possible, so as to eliminate the total communication cost, it is not
surprising that it achieves better performance than Greedy,
which considers only the individual communication cost for
a given site.
The other observation is that the improvements in performance of Greedy or Aggressive with '- ) "Q  is larger
than the improvement with '- ) "QL_ , especially
when the

task set size is large, say, no less than " . Table 5 shows
the difference in improvement of Greedy to the random; Table 6 is for the  improvement
to the random.

 of Aggressive
" and %  e ) þ , respecBoth are with %  e )
: in most cases, the : improvements with
tively. As we can see,
'- ) "E  are much larger than those with '- ) "QL_ for
either the Greedy or the Aggressive heuristic. The reason
is that when '- ) "Q  , the communication costs introduce more workload into the system, and hence increase the
resource contention. So communication costs dictate the
schedulability much more than the case when '- ) "QL_ .
In contrast to random assignment, our approaches exploit
this important property to direct the allocation assignment,
hence, they work better in a resource-tight environment.
Finally, we found that as the number of processors increases, the improvements for both Greedy and Aggressive
become less for a given task set. This observation shows
that the tighter the resource constraint, the better our algorithms perform.
Processor
CR = 0.1
CR = 0.4

4
19.2
17.9

6
15.6
14.6


(a) %
Processor
CR = 0.1
CR = 0.4

4
4.7
4.5

:

 e)



6
13
12.1

8
9.7
15.0



10
3.7
13.7

12
2.4
15

"

8
7
11.4

10
2.9
12.3

12
0.3
13.1

 eë) þ 
:
Table 5. Improvement of Greedy over random
approach (Percentage)
(b)

%

4.2 Performance of the Allocation Algorithm

4.3 Effect of Communication

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the allocation algorithms, Greedy and Aggressive, compared with
another method, random allocation.
Figure
4 illustrates the
 

results for task set size of _ , " and þ , respectively, when
'- ) "QL_ . As shown in the graphs, for each instance, the
performance of Aggressive is better than that of Greedy,
which is in turn better than the random allocation. The
gains come from the elimination of communication while

Due to space limit, we omit details of the effect of communication costs that may be found in [13]. Our results
show that when the number of processors is very limited,
e.g., 2 or 3, the performance is almost the same. This is
because in such a situation, it is hard to find a feasible
schedule for both cases. But as the number of processors
increases, the performance for '- ) "QL_ is better than that
for '- ) "Q  . This is because each communication intro-

Figure 4. Effect of allocation algorithms ( CR = 0.1 )
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Table 7. WCETs (ms) of tasks in Figure 1
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Table 6. Improvement of Aggressive over random approach (Percentage)
%

duces additional precedence constraints that will affect the
earliest start time of consumers. The communication costs
also affect the overall system workload, therefore, lowering
communication leads to improved schedulability.

5 Application of Our Algorithms to Mobile
Robotics
In this section, we return to the robotic problem discussed in Section 1, where two strategies, push and pull,
are given for a team of two robots. In Table 7, the WCET
of tasks are taken from an experimental implementation on
a StrongARM 206MHz CPU; in Table 9, communication
costs are based on the bytes transmitted using 802.11b wireless protocol with 11 Mbit/s transmission rate. Although
802.11b does not allow for real-time transmission guarantees, by prescheduling communications, medium
 contention
 for all
is avoided. The periods are assigned with "
7
sensor tasks and motor drivers by the application. Therefore,
the periods of controller tasks are also designed to be

 by the harmonic constraint. Though these figures
"
7
are given based on tasks in Figure 1, they are compatible to
tasks that occur with more robots; let us consider the scenario when a third robot wants to join the team. Since the
push and pull controllers are pairwise, there are four strategies, composed of push and pull controllers, that the appli-

cation can use for a team of three robots: s  ! # B2 y ,
s B2 # B$ y , s B$ # B2 y , and s  $ # B$ y . The
task graphs for these four strategies are shown in Figures 5.
First, let us use the Aggressive heuristic to analyze the
tasks’ locations in each strategy. The details of the allocation steps are omitted here due to space limitations. In this
example, since the accumulated communication cost is considered, the allocation is the same for all strategies:   is
assigned to k , ë to & , þ to o , í to  and  o to o .
Next, the algorithm will see which strategies are schedulable using the heuristic à9¨ ( Aêì ïà9  . To simplify the analysis, here ì is set to _ . The completion times
for tasks on each site are shown in Table 8. The algorithm
finds that, except for s B$ # B2 y , denoted as s   #   y ,
all other strategies are feasible, but with different completion times (including communication delay). Since multiple strategies are feasible, the application can use some criteria to rank the strategies. In this case, if the total laxity
is used as the criterion, then the application will choose the
s B2 # B$ y strategy, which has the maximal value.
The application can then use the feasible results when
computing new sets of strategies. For example, if at some
time a fourth robot joins the team, the application immediately knows that any strategy that contains s B$ # B2 y
will not be feasible, since that strategy was already determined to be infeasible. Therefore, the application can use
the feasibility analysis to prune infeasible strategies as the
team’s size scales.
strategy
Site 1
Site 2
Site 3

s

 #  y
195
202.979
210.958
s

# y
205.979
208.958
203
s

 # y
222.979
220
230.958
s

#  y
195
205.979
203

Table 8. The completion time for all strategies
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Figure 5. Four possible strategies for a team of three robots using the push and pull controllers
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Table 9. Communication costs of Figure 1

6 Related Work
Numerous research results have demonstrated the complexity of design for real-time system, especially with respect to temporal constraints [9, 19, 20, 21, 22]. Also the
schedulability analysis for distributed real-time systems attracted a lot of attention in recent years [12, 15, 16, 28]. For
tasks with temporal constraints, researchers have focused on
generating task attributes, e.g., period, deadline and phase.
For example, Gerber et al. [9, 22] proposed the period
calibration technique to derive periods and related deadlines and release times from given end-to-end constraints.
Techniques for deriving system-level constraintsfrom performance requirements are proposed by Seto et al. [23, 24].
When end-to-end constraints are transformed into intermediate task constraints, most previous research results are
based on the assumption that task allocation has been done
a priori. However, schedulability is clearly affected by both
the temporal characteristics and the allocation of tasks.
For a set of independent periodic tasks, Liu and Layland [14] first developed the feasible workload condition for
schedulability analysis under uniprocessor environments.
Much later, Baruah et al. [5] presented necessary and sufficient conditions, namely, ó g  ( is the number of
processors) based on P-fairness scheduling for multiprocessors. Also, the upper bounds of workload specified for the
given schedules, e.g., EDF and RMA, are derived for homogeneous or heterogeneous multiprocessor environments
[2, 4, 6, 10, 11, 26]. All these techniques are for preemptive
tasks and task or job migrations are assumed to be permitted without any penalty. If precedence and communication
constraints exist, these results cannot be directly used.
Peng et al. [17], Abdelzaher et al. [1] and Ramamritham
[18] studied the task allocation and scheduling problem in a
distributed environment. In their models, subtasks or modules of a task can have precedence and communication constraints. From this perspective, their work comes closest to
ours. By using a branch-and-bound search algorithm [17],

the optimal solution in the sense of minimizing maximum
normalized task response time is found to the problem of
allocating communicating periodic tasks to heterogeneous
processing nodes. Though the heuristic guides the algorithm efficiently toward an optimal solution, the algorithm
cannot be simply applied and extended to our environment.
The major differences are: 1) applications require that the
decision be made on-line; 2) we consider a non-preemptive
schedule which is NP-hard in the strong sense even without precedence constraints [8], while the algorithm [3] used
in their method is to find a preemptive schedule; 3) the
precedence constraints are predetermined among specific
instances of tasks in their algorithm, while in our approach,
this is accomplished by the scheduling subject to the precedence constraints. In [1], a period-based method is proposed
to the problem of load partitioning and assignment for large
distributed real-time applications. Scalability is achieved by
utilizing a recursive divide-and-conquer technique.[18] discussed a static algorithm for allocating and scheduling components of periodic tasks across sites in distributed systems.
How to allocating replicates is a major issue counted in the
algorithm. Our task allocation and scheduling algorithm,
however, focuses on the improvement of schedulability by:
1) using a dynamic increasing threshold to bound the utilization bound along each allocation step; 2) consider the
precedence constraints as early as possible by setting the
earliest start time into the heuristic scheduling function.

7

Conclusion and Future Direction

Allocating and scheduling of real-time tasks in a distributed environment is a difficult problem. The algorithms
discussed in this paper provide a framework for allocating
and scheduling periodic tasks with precedence and communication constraints in a distributed dynamic environment,
such as mobile robotic system.
Our algorithm was applied to a real world example from

mobile robotics to achieve a simple but efficient allocation
and scheduling scheme for a team of robots. We believe
that this approach can enable system developers to design a
predictable distributed embedded system, even if there are a
variety of temporal and resource constraints.
Now we discuss some of the possible extensions to the
algorithm. First, if the system design does not have preallocated tasks, the heuristic is still applicable. In this case,
the initial threshold is " . After selecting the first pair of
communicating tasks and randomly assigning them to a processor, the algorithm can continue to work on remaining
tasks as discussed in the original algorithms.
Second, the algorithm can be tailored to apply to heterogeneous systems. If processors are not identical, the execution time of a task could be different if it runs on different sites. To apply our approach in such an environment,
first, we can take the worst case communication cost ratio,
which is calculated by the slowest processors for each pair
of communicating tasks, and then we can use these values as
estimates to choose the task to be considered next. Second,
when we select the processor, if the task can be assigned
to the processor that the producer is on, then we are done;
otherwise, we need to consider the utilization and the speed
of a processor the same time, e.g., compare the utilizations
from the fastest processors to see which processor will have
the least utilization after loading the task, and choose the
one with the minimum value. After assigning each task, the
threshold will change in a way similar to the original algorithm.

[10] J. Goossens, S. Funk, and S. Baruah. Priority-driven scheduling of
periodic task systems on multiprocessors. Real-Time Systems. Accepted for publication.
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